
SPECIFICATIONS FOR MULTIPURPOSE HALL CHAIRS AND TABLES  
 
                
Supply of Multipurpose chairs, stackable ,armless with polypropylene seat and back, 
preferably black in color, the color should not diminish either with ageing or repeated cleaning, 
should be non-allergenic and easy stain cleansibility, the poly propylene back shall be slotted in 
design facilitating long work hours, overall should take upto120 Kg/seat, profile of the chair 
structure  to be of ergonomic contour for proper thigh and back rest support with wider seating 
area, should have a overall height of 82/85 CM from the finished floor level and min. 44/46CM 
seat width, depth of the seat alone shall be 45/47 CM, seat height from finished floor level shall 
be 42/44cm, 48/50 cm back width. The whole structural frame of the chair to be of MS, a 
simple four legged chair easy for stacking, all metal parts shall be of chrome plated finish, all 
metal frames welding should confirm to a shock proof and break free welding standards. 
Sample should be provided together with the quotation, for evaluation and approval .Ease of 
maintenance and branded chairs is a must.  
 
 
Supply of Multipurpose tables, stackable and movable, preferably with the table top of 25mm 
thick HDF/MDF with approved maple color melamine laminate finish, the top to be flippable, 
the table to be easily folded, moved and assembled/stacked by any one person with ease, with 
sturdy lockable castors facilitating the assembly pattern, height adjustable screws to level the 
table top while assembling tables together on uneven floors too, the table top shall be provided 
with a cable manager, supportive MS legs/frame with shall be electro statically powder coated 
and lasting paint finish, with enough leg room for multipurpose usage, also the frame should 
facilitate easy transit through doors, all metal frame welding should confirm to shock proof and 
break free welding of class EN 287-1 standards. Three table shapes are required rectangle 
(150cm x 75 cm), square( 75cm x 75 cm ) and corner shape as per company standards/design 
(approx. 90cm x 130cm).Table numbers should be as per the requirements, and necessary 
assembling pattern attached. Sample should be provided together with the quotation, for 
evaluation and approval. Ease of maintenance and branded tables is a must. 
 
 


